CCIA ANNUAL COLLABORATIVE

What is a Cap-a-thon?

Collaborate and Learn to Manage Cyber Risks Facing Captives

The CCIA Cap-a-thon is your chance to participate in a one-of-a-kind, “design sprint” event where business leaders, contributors and industry experts collaborate and discuss innovative solutions for emerging cyber risks affecting your business.

Come join us for a tremendous day of networking, problem solving and learning!

Focus on Cyber Risk:
Learn how to manage current and emerging cyber risks including innovations for captive insurance entities—ass platforms for risk management and risk aggregation

“Hackathon” Methodologies:
Rapidly advance concepts through a series of development stages via condensed team-based collaborative meetings

Cyber Risk Solutions:
Successfully address or manage a specific cyber risk issue, market need, and potentially a disruptive approach

Engaged Learning and Collaboration:
Professionals of all disciplines who have a stake in managing cyber risk meet and focus on the most significant operational risk of our time

JOIN US!
October 16-17, 2018
Upward Hartford ★ 20 Church Street ★ Hartford, CT

Registration Begins August 15.
For more information, visit: ConnCaptives.org

Connecticut still revolutionary